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Abstract

This paper investigates incremental multiagent learning in
static or evolving structured networks. Learning examples
are incrementally distributed among the agents, and the
objective is to build a common hypothesis that is consis-
tent with all the examples present in the system, despite
communication constraints. Recently, a first mechanism was
proposed to deal with static networks, but its accuracy
was reduced in some topologies. We propose here several
possible improvements of this mechanism, whose different
behaviors with respect to some efficiency requirements (re-
dundancy, computational cost and communicational cost)
are experimentally investigated. Then, we provide an exper-
imental analysis of some variants for evolving networks.

1. Introduction

Different tasks can be achieved by groups of autonomous
agents, either competitively or cooperatively. In this paper,
we are interested in multiagent concept learning: group of
agents perceive individually and locally the environment
(receiving examples), and cooperate to come up, each of
them, with a “satisfying” underlying concept (hypothesis).
We believe there are (at least) two features that must be
taken into account when a group of distributed agents are
collaborating to achieve such a common learning task (we
suppose agents to be cooperative and trustworthy):

• the learning task is likely to beincremental, that is the
training set is not given a priori. Instead examples are
collected incrementally (and locally) by agents;

• communicationsbetween agents cannot be guaranteed.
This can be due to the fact that the communication
channel may be unreliable, and/or simply that there
exists a fixed or evolving topology constraining inter-
actions between agents. In this paper we are concerned
with both aspects of this latter feature.

A typical example application would be a distributed sensor
network, where each sensor (seen as an agent) would have
control over some restricted area, and would need to interact

with neighbours sensors in order to analyze the behaviour of
some unknown third-party. The research challenge is then to
design mechanisms that enjoy efficiency properties without
being overwhelmingly burdening as far as communication
is concerned. This paper completes the works of [1], which
was, to our knowledge, the first attempt to tackle both
features simultaneously, by describing and experimenting
new protocols improving the results in various situations.
Then, we extends this previous work to deal with variable
topologies. There are very few works addressing this aspect
of the problem in an incremental setting—especially in a
symbolic learning perspective. Learning in complex situa-
tions (involving uncertainty and unreliable communications)
is more generally performed with a numerical model, seee.g.
[2]. Ontañonet al. [3] is a notable exception, and presents
an argumentation based multiagent learning system for case-
based reasoning, but it assumes that the system is a fully
connected society of agents (or more exactly that agents
will only use information from their direct acquaintances).

The purpose of this paper is to provide useful protocols
for symbolic learning in networks of agents. This work will
be based on a hypothesis refinement framework described
in [4], and some first experimental results presented in [1]:
the general idea of this mechanism is to allow agents to
propagate relevant examples to a learning agent. While the
proposed mechanism has been shown to guarantee some
theoretical consistency properties, experimental study of
its efficiency and effectiveness in a multi-agent symbolic
learning perspective gave some hints of possible ways to
improve it. This paper presents such ameliorations, and dis-
cuss their performances in term of accuracy, conciseness, re-
dundancy and especially communicational cost. Afterwards,
these protocols are also evaluated in a dynamic environment
in which communicational constraints can evolve between
each reception of example. The remainder of this paper is
as follows. Section 2 presents the basic ingredients of our
approach, giving details on the knowledge representation,
and the key notion of consistency, which represents the
adequacy between an hypothesis and a set of examples.
Section 3 gives the details of the main protocols used in the
paper. To get a clearer picture of the situation, we ran several



experiments that are reported and commented in Section 4
and Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes.

2. System description

System. We consider asystemof n agentsa1, . . . , an

organized in a network structure given by a set of com-
municational links between them. Basically this system can
be formally described as a time-dependent graphS(t) =
(A, C(t)), whereA = {a1, . . . , an} is the set of agents
(the nodes of the graph) andC(t) ⊆ A × A is the set of
communicational links at time stept (the edges, undirected).
Agentsai and aj can communicate together at time stept
iff (ai, aj) ∈ C(t). If the structure of the network is static,
S(t) (resp.C(t)) will be the same for allt, and we will
denote it byS (resp.C).

Each agentai has two different kinds of knowledge:

• Ei is the example memory, representingcertain, non-
revisableindividual knowledge of each agent. This set
represents thecollected knowledgeof each individual
agent, and would be calledobservation setin other con-
texts. These examples arecertain and fully described
(we do not consider uncomplete or noisy information).

• hi is thehypothesisof the agent, representing theuncer-
tain, explicit knowledge of the agent. It is derived from
non-monotonic inferences and is thereforerevisable.

The following representation will be used for learning
boolean formulae. We consider a propositional languageLp,
defined over a set of atomsA. An examplee in an example
memory is represented by a tag+ or − (depending wether
they belong or not to the target concept) and a description
which is aconjunctive statement, that is, a conjunction of
atoms fromA. An example memoryEi will then be divided
in two setsE+

i andE−

i that contains respectively examples
labeled with+ (positive examples) or− (negative exam-
ples). Anhypothesiswill then be a disjunction of conjunctive
statements, orterms, that ishi = p1 ∨ . . .∨ pm, where each
term pk is a conjunction of atoms (pk = a1 ∧ . . .∧ al) from
A.A hypothesis is thus a formula in disjunctive normal form.

Consistency.Hypothesishi should have some property en-
suring its internal coherence and adequacy with the examples
Ei, that we shall represent with a complete binary relation
Cons(h, E) between an hypothesish and certain knowledge
E, the consistency relation. To define it in our context,
we first introduce agenerality relation. We will say that
a termp is more generalthan another termp′ (p |=s p′),
iff the constituting atoms ofp are included in those ofp′.
Then a hypothesiscovers an example iff one of its term
is more general than the example’s description, and covers
an example set iff it covers every examples in it. We shall
then consider that an hypothesis isconsistentwith a set of
examplesE (notedCons(h, E)) iff it ensures (i)coherence:

h does not cover any negative example ofE−; and (ii)
completeness: h does cover all positive example ofE+.
This consistency relation iscompositional, meaning that:
Cons(h, O) andCons(h, O′) iff Cons(h, O ∪ O′). For a
given case, we will assume that there exists a hypothesish0

that is consistent with the union of the sets of all example
memories (it means that the target concept can be expressed
in the hypothesis language).

This is easily extended to groups of agents. An agentai

or an hypothesishi will be said to begroup consistentwrt.
the group of agentsG (GCons(ai, G) or GCons(hi, G)) iff
Cons(hi,∪ai∈GEi). In the limit case involving all agents
within the society, we shall call this notionMAS-consistency.

Revision Mechanisms.To ensure their own consistency
at individual and society level, agents will use reasoning
and communication processes that we shall callrevision
mechanisms. As with consistency, it is possible to consider
different levels of revision mechanism depending on the
number of agents involved in the process. To begin with,
each agent will be equipped with aninternal revision
mechanism, which is a mechanismµ by which an agent
ai (with its working hypothesishi and its example memory
Ei) receiving an examplee updates its example memory
by adding upe, and update its working hypothesis toh′

i =
µ(Ei, hi, e) such thatCons(h′, Ei∪{e}).Each agent is also
equipped with anevaluation mechanismξ, by which it can
determine whether its examples are consistent or not with a
given hypothesis, and, in case of inconsistency, produce an
example proving the inconsistency (such an example would
be called acounter-example). A global revision mechanism
is a mechanismMn by which an agentai receiving a
labeled examplee triggers a series of communications and
internal revisions and evaluations to update its hypothesis
and possibly the hypotheses of the other agents.

Multi Agents Learning Process. Given a system ofn
agentsa1, . . . , an, the objective is usually to devise some
global mechanism to ensure MAS-consistency. When an
agentai receives a new example contradicting the common
hypothesis, this agent triggers a revision mechanism to
rebuild another hypothesis and ensure its MAS-consistency.
Agents cooperate during the revision to form acommon
MAS-consistent hypothesis. Once the revision is done, an-
other example can be received, and the process can be iter-
ated. This iteration produces a sound multiagent incremen-
tal learning process. The multiagent incremental learning
mechanism described in [5](Smile) can be interpreted as a
global revision mechanism guaranteeing MAS-consistency
in fully connected societies of agent. However, this solution
offers no guarantee when we have to deal with some com-
municationnal constraints restricting the communicationnal
links between the agents. A global revision mechanism was
proposed in [1], but in some cases (e.g. lines networks), the



obtained accuracy was not as good as Smile. We present
in the following some mechanisms that build upon this to
improve performances in terms of effectiveness or efficiency.

3. Mechanisms with Propagation

In the fully connected context studied in [5], a single
learner agent initiating the revision would use in turn all
the other agents ascritics to validate its hypothesis until
all these agents would directly accept the same hypothesis.
However, when communications are constrained, a single
learner cannot directly propose its hypothesis to all others
agents. The global mechanism must then rely on some kind
of propagation. In [1], we proposed a mechanism in which
the agent triggering the mechanism becomes the root of a
spanning tree covering the whole society. It proposes its
hypothesis to its neighbors (becoming its children), who will
in turn connect to unmarked neighbors and propose them the
hypothesis. When a counter-example is encountered, after
some agentai proposed the hypothesis to one of its children,
this agent will continue the process to gather all counter-
example of this child, and then tell its parent to propose
again its hypothesis. This way, relevant counter-example are
propagated back to the root who build and propose a better
hypothesis. In this paper, we shall separate the spanning
tree formation step and the propagation of hypotheses. We
shall also propose different ways to propagate the hypothesis
and deal with a non-root agent receiving a counter-example.
We first recall briefly the basic learning process individually
used by the agents, before discussing the spanning tree
formation and the propagation method.

3.1. Learning Process

Our internal revision process is based on MGI, an incre-
mental bottom-up learning process fully described in [6].
As said before, the hypothesis is a disjunction of terms
p. In MGI, each of these terms is by construction the
lgg (least general generalisation) of a subset of positives
examples{e1, ..., en}, that is the most specific term covering
{e1, ..., en}. The lgg operator is defined by considering
examples as terms (using their description), so we denote as
lgg(e) the most specific term that coverse, and aslgg(h, e)
the most specific term which is more general thanh and that
coverse. Restricting the term tolgg is at the core of many
bottom-up learning algorithms (for instance [7]). Taking a
current hypothesish, consistent with an example memory
E = E+ ∪ E−, and a new labeled examplee, the revision
mechanism builds a new hypothesish′ consistent with
E∪{e}. There are three possible cases:consistent example—
Cons(h, {e} (no update needed);positive counterexample —
e positive andh 6|=s e (here, we seek to generalise in turn
the termsp of h. If a coherent generalisationp′ = lgg(p, e)
is found,p′ replacesp in h, otherwiseh∨lgg(e) replacesh);

andnegative counterexample —e negative andh |=s e (each
term p coveringe is then discarded fromh and replaced by
a set of terms{p′1, ...., p

′

n} that is, as a whole, coherent with
E− ∪ {e} and that covers the examples ofE+ uncovered
by the suppression ofp).

3.2. Building the Spanning Tree

When an agent receive a new example that is not con-
sistent with the current common hypothesis, it builds a
spanning tree to avoid cycles before proposing its new hy-
pothesis. We tested the two most classical kind of spanning
tree: in depth and in width. To build a spanning treein depth,
the root first take one of its neighbors as a child. Then,
if possible, this one connects with one of its unconnected
neighbors, and the process iterates. When a child cannot find
any unconnected neighbor, it informs its parent, who will
try to connect to their next neighbor (if not in the tree).
The spanning tree is ready when the root has exhausted
all its neighbors. Such a process is quite straightforward,
and use a minimal amount of messages, but the resulting
tree can be very deep (e.g. for a complete graph it will be
a line).Building a spanning treein width result in a more
balanced tree, but requires slightly more communications.
The root first ask all of its neighbors to link with it. One
done, it tries to add all agent at a distance of 2 to the tree, by
asking its children to try and connect with their neighbors.
The process is then done again for depth 3, and so on until
all agents are in the tree. In a static environment, agents will
memorizethe spanning tree that they have built, so that they
can just load it instead of re-building it the next time they
will act as the root. We shall then say that the spanning trees
are static. In some cases, we will memorize onlyone tree
for the whole society and just change the root (redirecting
some parent-children links) instead of having one tree for
each possible root. Such a tree, however, would be more
deep for some agents than for other. We shall say that the
system uses auniquespanning tree.

3.3. Propagating Hypotheses in a Network

As in [5], one agent (the root of the spanning tree) acts as
a mainlearner, being the origin of the hypothesis , while all
other agents will acts as critics.We investigate here different
ways to ensure that all agent get a chance to critic the
current hypothesis before it is adopted, by giving first the
order in which the agents will receive the hypothesis, before
discussing how an agent acting as a proxy for the root’s
hypothesis should react when receiving a counter-example.

Propagating Hypotheses.As in the case of building the
spanning tree, there are two ways to order the agents in
which the agents will receive the hypothesis. The most
simple is to use anin-depthpropagation. When a node agent



accept an hypothesis (we shall call such an acceptation,
based only on its own examples, aweak accept), it will then
in turn propose it to its own first child. Then, when a leaf
agent accepts an hypothesis, it will send to its parent astrong
accept, meaning that the hypothesis is consistent with all the
examples of the agent and those of its descendants (none in
this case). The parent will then propose the hypothesis to
its next child, or, if all its children have already answered
with strong accept, it will itself send astrong acceptto its
parent. When the root gets astrong accept, it means that the
hypothesis isMAS-consistent. The revision is thus complete.

However, when the spanning tree was built in width,
it seems better to check first consistency with the closest
neighbors, so we shall use anin-width propagation. The root
first set itsreach(that is the depth for checking consistency)
to 1. Then it proposes its hypothesis to all the agents that are
at a distance equals to its reach (through its children if the
reach is greater than 1). If each of the critics at this reach
acceptthe hypothesis (weakly if they are node or strongly in
the case of leaves), the root will increase itsreachby one,
and propose again its hypothesis. When the root receives
strong accept from all its critics at the current reach, the
revision is complete. In case the root get a counter-example,
it resets itsreach to 1, and begin anew the revision process
with the new hypothesis. These methods ensure that every
agent will get a chance to critic each hypothesis, and that we
will eventually find aMAS-consistenthypothesis. Note that
in the case ofin-width propagation, we can put a bound on
the reach. The revision will thus end when the root receive
weak accept(or strong ones) from all its children while its
reach is at the given maximum. In such case, the resulting is
not MAS-consistent, but rathergroup-consistentwith the set
of all agents that are at a distance from the root inferior of
equal to the maximal depth. Such restriction could be very
useful in huge networks where agents are more interested
in local informations from agents that are not too far from
them (e.g.sensor networks).

Back-propagation of Counter-examples to the Root.In
[1], we use afactorizedway to deal with counter-examples.
When an agent receives a counter-example fromai, it will
first finish the local revision withai to get all relevant
counter-examples, finally getting anindirect acceptfrom it,
and then asks its parent to begin a new local revision with it,
until all these counter-examples reach the root. As a result,
intermediate agents between the root and owner of a counter-
example will all memorizes this counter-example, and get a
chance to add more counter-examples if the new candidate
hypothesis seems to be in contradiction with their example
base. They acts aslearnersduring this process. It increases
redundancy, but gives the agents a more active role, and
more autonomy. This increase in redundancy might be a

problem1. In this case, a simple way to avoid it would be
to have intermediate agents acting only asrelays for the
hypothesis and the counter-examples. When they receive
a counter-example, they will stop the local revision and
directly relay it through their ascendants to the root, without
processing it nor memorizing it. We shall call mechanism
based on this principlerelaying mechanism.

Variable Root. A way to deal with counter-examples with-
out increasing redundancy as much while giving intermedi-
ate agents an active role would be to consider that the root
might vary during the revision. Thus, when a-non root agent
receives a counter-example, instead of back propagating it
to its parent, it finishes the local revision to get a new
hypothesis. Then it becomes the new root, and propose
this new hypothesis to its neighbors. To avoid changing the
spanning tree over and over during the revision, we use in
this case a unique spanning tree common to all agents, built
by the first agent to get an hypothesis. Changing the roots
of such a tree is very simple. The new root consider its
former parent as a new child, and each time an agentai

receive an hypothesis from another agentaj that is not its
current parent,ai considers thataj should become its new
parent. It transfers its former parent (if any) to its children
list, removeaj from its children list and make it its new
parent. Since the root might change without changing the
spanning tree, usingin-width propagation does not seems
very useful in this case. When usingvariable root we will
thus use in-depth propagation of hypotheses, even with an
in-width unique spanning tree.

Example 1:Let us consider a system(A, C) with A =
{a0, a1, a2, a3} and C = {(a0, a1), (a0, a2), (a1, a3)} to
illustrate these different variants (relayed, factorizedand
variable root mechanisms, illustrated here with in-depth
propagation). Each agentai has one exampleei, and a0

triggers a revision just after receivinge4 and updating its
hypothesis toh0 which is not consistent withe3.

If we userelayedmechanism,a0 proposeh0 to a1 who
accepts, and then proposeh0 to a3. a3 gives its counter-
examplee3 to a1 who relays it toa0. Then a0 propose
its new hypothesish′

0 which is accepted in turn bya1, a3

(througha1) and a2: termination. With factorized mecha-
nism,a0 likewise proposesh0 to a1, anda1 propagates it to
a3, and getse3. Thena1 continue the revision witha3 by
proposingh′

1 and gets an accept. It tellsa0 that its hypothesis
has changed, anda0 proposes again toa1 h0. This time,
it gets counter examplee3 and then proposesh′

0 which is
in turn accepted by everyone. Invariable root mechanism,
when a1 gets counter-examplee3 from a3, it becomes the
new root and proposeh′

1 to a3 (who replies with strong
accept) then toa0 (weak accept), who propagates it toa2

1. it was conjectured in [1] that a lower redundancy gives better accuracy
in such a learner-critic approach using our internal learning process.



(strong accept).a0 then sends strong-accept to the new root
a1 terminating the revision. We get the following sequences
of messages (prop., c-e, w-accept, s-accept, s-i-accept stands respectively for

propose, counter-example, weak-accept, strong-accept, strong indirect accept):
(Relayed)a0

prop.(h0)
−−−−−−−→ a1

w−accept
−−−−−−−→ a0

propagate
−−−−−−−→ a1

prop.(h0)
−−−−−−−→

a3

c−e(e3)
−−−−−−→ a1

c−e(e3)
−−−−−−→ a0

prop.(h′

0
)

−−−−−−−→ a1
w−accept
−−−−−−−→ a0

propagate
−−−−−−−→ a1

prop.(h′

0
)

−−−−−−−→ a3
s−accept
−−−−−−−→ a1

s−accept
−−−−−−−→ a0

prop.(h′

0
)

−−−−−−−→ a2
s−accept
−−−−−−−→ a0.

(Factorized)a0

prop.(h0)
−−−−−−−→ a1

w−accept
−−−−−−−→ a0

propagate
−−−−−−−→ a1

prop.(h0)
−−−−−−−→

a3

c−e(e3)
−−−−−−→ a1

prop.(h′

1
)

−−−−−−−→ a3
i−accept
−−−−−−→ a1

hyp−changed
−−−−−−−−−−→ a0

prop.(h0)
−−−−−−−→

a1

c−e(e3)
−−−−−−→ a0

prop.(h′

0
)

−−−−−−−→ a1
w−accept
−−−−−−−→ a0

propagate
−−−−−−−→ a1

prop.(h′

0
)

−−−−−−−→

a3
s−accept
−−−−−−−→ a1

s−accept
−−−−−−−→ a0

prop.(h′

0
)

−−−−−−−→ a2
s−accept
−−−−−−−→ a0.

(Variable root) a0

prop.(h0)
−−−−−−−→ a1

w−accept
−−−−−−−→ a0

propagate
−−−−−−−→ a1

prop.(h0)
−−−−−−−→ a3

c−e(e3)
−−−−−−→ a1

prop.(h′

1
)

−−−−−−−→ a3
s−i−accept
−−−−−−−−→ a1

prop(h′

1
)

−−−−−−→ a0

w−accept
−−−−−−−→ a1

propagate
−−−−−−−→ a0

prop.(h′

1
)

−−−−−−−→ a2
s−accept
−−−−−−−→ a0

s−accept
−−−−−−−→ a1.

Communication Complexity. Building a spanning treein
depthhas a complexity ofO(n2), wheren is the number
of agents, in the worst case, which occurs when the graph
is fully connected. Likewise, when building itin width, the
worst case complexity is ofO(n2), and it is reached in the
case of fully connected graphs and line graphs. All these
variants, based on the principles used in [1], have the same
worst-case complexity of revision, that isO(nc) where c
is the number of counter-examples involved in building the
hypothesis for the revision itself andn the number of agents.
However, the worst-case situations are not the same for each
protocols, so it is to be expected than some of them are most
suited for certain topologies of the network than others. We
shall investigated this by a number of experiments.

4. Experiments in a static network

We now describe our experiments with these mechanisms,
used for learning several difficult boolean formulas. An
experiment is typically composed of 20 to 50 runs.

4.1. Experimental setting

Parameters. We considereddifferent boolean problemsof
various difficulty. The 11-multiplexer (M11, see [8]) uses
3 address boolean attributesa0, a1, a2 and 8 data boolean
attributesd0, ..., d7. The formula is satisfied when the num-
ber coded by the 3 address attributes is the number of a
data attribute whose value is 1. Xork q problems encodes a
numberk of boolean attributes whose sum must be odd, to
which are addedq irrelevant attributes (we use two variants
Xor5_5 and Xor3_25). Note that there are2p possible
examples wherep is the number of attributes, and half of
them are positive.

We tested our mechanisms in different static networks of
50 agents2. Different classical topologies of networks have

2. Experiments were also done with 10 and 20 agents, but we focus here
on 50 agents networks, where the topology makes more differences.

been tested.Fully connected graphsare used to compare
the performance of our protocols with those of SMILE [5]
in an equivalent context.Lines graph, where every agentai

is connected to two agents,ai−1 and ai+1 except fora0

andan. It typically provides worst-case scenarios.Regular
treesof degree 2 or 3 are taken as examples of hierachical
structures.Regular graphsof degree 2 (circuit) or 4 (reg4)
provide another kind of cyclic topology. Each agent is linked
to exactly 2 or 4 other agents in such a way that the graph
is connected. Finally, we usedsmall worlds, that are quite
common in self organised networks such as for instance
peer-to-peer or social networks. We used two kinds of small
worlds, based on a regular graph of degree 4 with a rewiring
probability of respectively0.1 and0.5.

Protocols. We tested 6 different protocols: each of the
3 variants – relayed (Relay), factorized (Fact) or
with variable root (VarRoot) – is used with eitherin
depth (-d) or in-width (-w) spanning tree. They are de-
noted by Relay-ds, Relay-ws, Fact-ds, Fact-ws,
VarRoot-du and VarRootd-wu. The subscript ‘s’ in-
dicates static spanning tree (one tree is memorized for
each agent), whereas ‘u’ indicates that auniquespanning
tree is used for all agents (‘v’ would be used when there
is no memorization). The kind of spanning tree gives the
kind of hypothesis propagation, except forVarRootd-wu,
where propagation is in depth as indicated by subscript ‘d’.
Facts-d is the protocol that is the most similar with the
one presented in [1]. These protocols are also compared with
a single learner using the basic incremental learning process
with all the examples, and withSmile-50 (from [5]).

Evaluation. We assess the performances according to sev-
eral effectiveness and efficiency measures.Effectivenessis
evaluated through two different measures.Accuracy is the
classical rate of accurate classification of a batch of test
examples distinct from the learning set, whereas thehypoth-
esis sizeis the number of terms in the hypothesis. A small
hypothesis is more simple and easier to understand.

Efficiencyis concerned with three aspects: (i)redundancy,
which is used to study the distribution of the examples in
the MAS memory, is writtenRS = nS/ne, wherenS is the
total number of examples stored in the MAS, andne is the
total number of examples received from the environment
in the MAS; (ii) computational costis the mean number
of basic subsume operations performed during the whole
learning (such operations are done for building hypotheses
as well as for checking them); and (iii)communicational
cost finally is mainly measured through the mean size of
data transfer during the whole revision, which expresses the
cost in bandwidth of the communications during the full
learning process.



4.2. Results

Redundancy.Figure 1 shows the redundancy results of our
protocols for different 50 agents networks faced with aM11
problem. First, we can see that the relayed mechanisms
have a redundancy very close to the one ofSmile-50
for all topologies, as ensured by construction. Likewise,
for complete graph, all in-width mechanism behave like
Smile. With no surprise, the redundancy is higher for
factorized protocols, especially when the spanning tree is
very deep3. For variable root, redundancy is also higher in
these cases. It is due to the fact, that when a root change,
the counter-example already used in the current revision
might have to be used again against the new hypothesis,
propagating them a bit more, whereas having a single root
ensures that a given counter-example is only used once
during a global revision to modify the common hypothesis.
VarRootd-wu is slightly less redundant than Smile for
trees (andSmWk4p05). An agent triggering a revision while
it only has e.g. one example, will quickly stop to act as
a root, leaving the learner role to some agent with more
support for its hypothesis formation, whereas in Smile, it
would have to gather enough examples to build by itself a
MAS-consistent hypothesis.

Figure 1. Redundancy in static networks.

Computational and Communicational cost.Figure 2 gives
results for the computational cost. Relayed mechanisms have
similar computational cost for all topologies, though it is
slightly higher than the one of Smile. It is probably because
each time the root gets a counter example from an agent
ai, it proposes the new hypothesis by starting from its first
childrenaf , and thusaf is the first to check each hypothesis
even when it has exhausted all its potential counter example,
whereas Smile would first exhaust the counter-example of
ai before returning toaf . This is supported by the fact
that Fact-ws has a better computational cost than Smile
for complete graph, while the only difference is that it
puts in first position of its children any agent sending it
a counter-example. Overall, in width mechanism are more

3. cyclic topologies for in-depth trees, plus lines, circuits and 2-trees.

computationally efficient than in-depth ones.Factorized in-
width mechanism performs well on graph that are not too
deep, but worse than relayed one when depth is high (circuit,
line, trees).VarRootd-wu is the best mechanism to reduce
computational cost, except on lines, circuits and regular
graphs of degree 4, where using auniquespanning tree is
not efficient for every node. On the other hand, for complete
graph, the unique in-width spanning tree is a star graph,
with ai at the center. This agentai will then often become
the learner during the first revisions and gather a lot of
counter-examples, which it can easily provide to any agent
building its hypothesis in later revisions. This decreasesthe
computational cost, redundancy and communicational cost.

Figure 2. Computational cost in static networks.

We now detail the results regarding communicational ef-
ficiency, illustrated by Figure 3. Factorized protocols always
transfer less data than their relayed counterparts. In width
mechanisms are more efficient on graphs that are not too
deep (in those case depth mechanism would be preferred).
Overall,Fact-ws is the most efficient wrt communications
size, being almost as efficient as Smile in most cases. The
performance ofVarRootd-wu are very dependent on the
topology, and for some of them, such as trees, regular
graph and small worlds, it gets almost as good results as
Facts-w, while both version of variable root mechanism
have the worst results with lines and circuits. Moreover,
VarRootd-wu is significantly more efficient than Smile
on complete graph, due to the previously explained effect
of using a unique spanning tree.

Figure 3. Communicational cost in static networks.



Effectiveness.Then, we measured accuracy and hypothesis
size for different topologies using our mechanisms and
compared with results from SMILE [5]. Similarly, our mech-
anisms improve both accuracy and hypothesis size when
compared to a single agent using MGI. This was already
discussed in [1] for the first propagation mechanism, and
still yields with all the variants presented here. As for the
mechanism used in that paper, our factorized mechanisms
are less accurate and concise than Smile, when the spanning
tree is very deep. This is consistent with our conjecture
that higher redundancy weaken the improvement of using
multiple agents to explore more widely the hypothesis space.
Relayed mechanism behave very similarly to Smile, and the
result are thus almost the same in all topologies. Using a
variable root is slightly less effective in balanced spanning
trees, but gives significantly better accuracy when the span-
ning tree is very deep. Contrarily to factorized protocol,
where the learning activity of intermediate nodes is not
really used, in those protocol, the increased computational
is really used to improve exploration of hypothesis space.
Effectively using more computations, it is thus not that
surprising that these protocols give better results. Figure 4
give accuracies results with 200 examples. Though we do
not include the hypothesis size graph due to space constraint,
it is worthwhile to note that the improvement in accuracy
can also be clearly seen on conciseness.

Figure 4. Accuracy in static networks.

Summary. Variable root mechanism give the best perfor-
mance.VarRootv-du always give the more accurate and
concise hypothesis, though it does so at the cost of efficiency
(in all 3 domains).VarRootd-wu seems especially suited
for networks with small characteristic path length (i.e.with a
small depth), since it very efficiently gives good hypotheses.
If communication cost is crucial, thenFact-ws should be
used since it gives the best efficiency results for almost all
topologies in this domain while the effectiveness is not too
much reduced. At lastRelay-wv has the advantage that its
performances are independent of the topology (except for
communications) and gives low redundancy and hypothe-
sis (with average computational and communication cost).
These fours protocols performs at least as well as the one

presented in [1] on all evaluation measures, and are always
better for at least one of these considerations.

5. Experiments in a variable network

When the network is evolving at each step, the agent
cannot use the same spanning tree every time, and needs
to build a new one in order to propagate the information to
all the agent they are connected to. We tested the behavior
of the 6 protocols used in previous section, but with variable
trees in a randomly evolving network built according to the
following process. Starting with a fully connected graph, we
consider that each link has a probabilitypI of being present
in the initial state. Then, at each step, each active link has
a probabilitypD of being disconnected, while each passive
link has apC to be connected.pD andpC are computed in
such a way that the proportion of active link do not change
overall, and that the overall proportion of link changing
states ispV . Therefore, we will define a variable network
by the parameterspI andpV . We tested three sets of value :
N1 : (pI = 0.10, pV = 0.05), N2 : (pI = 0.33, pV = 0.20),
N1 : (pI = 0.50, pV = 0.20), with networks of 10, 20 and
50 agents. Due to space constraint, we discuss mainly the
case of 50 agents, where differences between protocols are
the most clear.

Efficiency results. In large connected networks (even inN1

networks, with 50 agents, each agent is in average connected
to 4.9 other agents, so the network is usually connected),
redundancyis always better with in-width spanning tree.
Lowest redundancy is achieved with relaying mechanisms.
Then factorized in-width protocols also have rather small re-
dundancy (though higher redundancy than the one of Smile).
Highest redundancy is observed with the factorized in-depth
mechanism.Communicational costis given in figure 5. In
width protocols are most efficient (each of the in-width
mechanisms performs better than all of the in-depth ones).
Then, factorized protocols uses less communications than
variable root ones, while relayed protocols are the worse.
Computation costbehaves in a similar fashion, with the
only difference being than for in-depth protocols, resultsare
best for relayed protocol, then variable root and at last the
factorized protocol. In average, the most efficient protocol
is thusFact-wv, closely followed byVarRootd-wv. If
redundancy is important,Relay-wv should be considered.

Effectiveness results.Accuracy in a variable networks is
not reduced as long as the network is connected during
most of the revisions. In our networks of 50 agents, best
accuracy is given by respectively variable roots mechanism
andFact-wv. The worst protocol isFact-pv, though its
results are still significantly better than a single agent. The



Figure 5. Efficiency in variable networks of 50 agents.

relayed protocols fall in the middle. We observe the same
behaviour for conciseness.

Figure 6. Effectiveness in a N3 variable networks.

Smaller networks. In smaller networks, the average degree
of the graph decreases, and the linking graph is sometimes
almost linear or not connected. The first aspect means that
in-depth protocols sometimes gives better results, as theyare
more suited to line networks. The second one means that
some agent might be left out of a revision. It is corrected
if they quickly have an opportunity to participate in another
revision, but overall, the learning is significantly delayed in
networks which are not connected in average (such as the
N1 graph with 10 agents, where each agent is in average
connected to 0.9 other agents). This suggests that some
update process might be useful in frequently not connected
networks. When an agent reconnects to a group of agents, it
should retrieve the current hypothesis and trigger a revision
if it has counter-examples for it in its memory.

Summary. To conclude, the most efficient mechanism
is Fact-wv, and it has rather good effectiveness.
VarRootd-wv performs however better overall, as it is only
slightly less efficient than the factorized in-width protocol,
and is the most effective in most cases.

6. Conclusion

This paper provides an analysis of some multi-agents
learning mechanisms dealing with possibly variable commu-
nicational constraints in structured networks. Experiments

were conducted to evaluate them in terms of effectiveness
and efficiency, and we showed that it was possible to get a
very good accuracy despite of these constraints. This usually
involves a slightly higher redundancy, computational cost
or communicational cost, but the different variants can be
used to adapt to the network topology and efficiency require-
ments. In particular, four of them outperform the mechanism
presented in [1]. In-width spanning tree and propagation
improves the three efficiency aspect in all topologies where
the depth is not prohibitive, and variable roots mechanisms
gives very good results. In fact they perform even better than
the approach based on fully complete graph presented in [5]
for effectiveness, and for communicational cost in cliques.

Current mechanism for evolving network currently simply
rebuilds the spanning tree from scratch at each network
change. Future works will explore how to minimally up-
date the spanning tree in order to adapt to the changes
and reconnect unconnected agents. As for static networks,
though the processes presented here are sequential, in-width
propagation seems especially suited to broadcast-based par-
allel methods, which should improve execution time at the
cost of an increased redundancy. At last, the fact that some
mechanisms improve effectiveness in a number of cases, and
sometimes even communicational cost, provides interesting
leads to improve Smile for fully connected graphs, such as
reordering the list of critics, and changing the learner.
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